**Lil Buddy Pro Glass Lifting Device**

**NEW** **Lil-Buddy™ PRO1 HEAVY DUTY Model**

The Lil-Buddy™ PRO1 Heavy Duty auto glass tool provides a single technician the ability to extract and replace windshields and back glass quickly and safely on most vehicles, heavy duty auto glass included!

**LBP1HD LIL BUDDY PRO1 HEAVY DUTY MOBILE GLASS LIFTING DEVICE**

The exclusive patented design enables you to lower the windscreen into the urethane without the need to remove either suction cups from the glass.

Features:
- Now includes a heavy duty sliding rod to handle the weight of heavy windshields and back-glass such as commercial trucks, vans, and recreational vehicles.
- Built with stainless steel and heavy duty plastics for a lifetime of use with proper care.
- Now features a clearly defined measuring system.

**THE NEW HEAVY DUTY VERSION REQUIRES LESS MAINTENANCE, MAKING IT THE PERFECT CHOICE FOR TECHNICIANS.**

**Vacuum Suction Cups**

**ALL OF THESE CUPS ARE DESIGNED FOR CURVED OR FLAT GLASS.**

**WK420 PUMP ACTION VACUUM LIFTER**

Designed for cars, buses, trains and the flat glass industry.
- Ideal for curved or flat surfaces
- A red safety band appears on the handle to warn you of any pressure loss.

**WK420SK SERVICE KIT FOR VACUUM LIFTER WK420**

Contents:
- 1 x Plastic Valve Retainer
- 1 x Rubber Diaphragm / Valve
- 1 x Felt Filter
- 1 x Rubber U-Cup Seal
- 1 x Tub of Silicone Grease

**PVP200 200mm PUMP UP VACUUM CUP – PLASTIC HANDLE**

**XVM200 200mm PUMP UP VACUUM CUP – METAL HANDLE**

**PVM250 250mm PUMP UP VACUUM CUP – METAL HANDLE**
Vacuum Suction Cups cont

**DSC148 XTRA-GRIP DOUBLE SUCTION CUP - 148mm**
Larger diameter suction cups with concave / flexible rubber flanges give these lifters a more secure grip on curved or flat glass surfaces.

*Safe Working Load 30kg*

"BTB Best Seller"

**WK400 DOUBLE SWIVEL SUCTION CUP**
Some fitters still prefer the traditional double swivel suction cup for lifting, fitting and positioning of automotive glass. These have a hard plastic body and two 115mm swivel head cups.

*Safe Working Load 30kg*

**WK400AL ALUMINIUM DOUBLE SWIVEL SUCTION CUP - 123mm**
The aluminium swivel suction cup is more robust than plastic housing versions, ideal in applications where cups are more prone to be dropped and damaged.

*Safe Working Load 40kg*

**SAC123 ALUMINIUM SINGLE SUCTION CUP**
The handle where there is no handle! Designed for attaching to glass, giving you greater control when positioning glass. These cups attach or release in seconds. They provide a strong grip on small glasses.

*Safe Working Load 15kg*

**DSC148K XTRA-GRIP DOUBLE SUCTION CUP KIT (2 x DSC148)**
Lifting larger windscreen glasses is made easier with a pair of these Xtra-Grip double suction cups.

*Designed for lifting Automotive glass*

**XSG148 XTRA SOFT GRIP DOUBLE SUCTION CUP - 148mm**
With extra soft rubber cups.

**WH9601 G-HANDLE SUCTION CUP - 75mm**
The G-Handle design suction cup has a very flexible rubber pad that can be applied quickly to any smooth surface. Great for lifting small glasses.

*Safe Working Load 10kg*

**GHS100 G-HANDLE SUCTION CUP - 100mm**

*Safe Working Load 15kg*

Free Call 1800 032 166 for Sales and Technical Support
### Glass Support Stands

**AP4300 STANDARD WORK TABLE**
- This foldable sturdy work table is used for holding automotive glasses, panels, bumper bars etc. Replacement foam sleeves are also available. See below.
- Now includes adjustable linkages.

**HDS060 HEAVY DUTY WINDSCREEN / PANEL STAND**
- Robust design gives more stable support for glass and vehicle panels.
- Covered with a medium density foam which will not damage as easily as standard foam and provides better grip on automotive glass / panels.

**AP4330 REPLACEMENT FOAM SLEEVES FOR AP4300 WORK TABLE – Pair**

**HDS060RS REPLACEMENT FOAM SLEEVES FOR HDS060 WINDSCREEN STAND – Pair**

### Window Holders

**WH745 LONG WINDOW HOLDERS – Pair**
- Hold up the glass while you work on the door regulator for applications where there is a top door frame.
- Made in the USA

**AP3400 SUCK ON CLAMPS – Pkt 6**
- This innovative tool is a Temporary Fastener System that assists in the application of:
  - Windscreen mouldings
  - Protector mouldings
  - Emblems and badges
  - Securing of wiper arms on Buses whilst being pressure washed
- Essential tool for every auto glass shop

_Made in the USA_